


Experiments being done for cross breading of human and ET hybrids as well as genetically modifying humans to create super soldiers.
Often the super soldiers have advanced abilities like becoming invisible, being able to change weather, work with water manipulation,
fire, electricity, and have fast reflexes. Other super soldiers are cross bread with animal genetics and can shape shift into animals or
partial animal/human form(s). Many of the super soldier labs and hybrid chamber tanks are in the Antarctica underground
laboratories. The regeneration tanks would create the hybridized super soldiers and they would be held in the tanks until they were
ready to be deployed on missions.



The regeneration tanks had various types of colored liquid goo’s that would mix the ET and animal DNA together with the human genomics in order to create
different species of super solider hybrids. There were many rows of the regeneration tanks lined up throughout the Antarctica underground labs. There were
four main labs in total, two under the ice sheets deep in the ocean and the other two labs deep underground. Some of the labs had blue glowing walls with
holographic computers streaming data projections on different hybridization programs in the facilities. The hybridized super soldiers were being kept in
cryogenic stasis inside the regeneration tanks while their minds were being programmed with uploads and downloads of their future mission parameters and
what their personalities would be like in terms of who they are as beings.



One of the two Antarctica underground super soldier laboratories had grey walls that were reinforced by steel so that hybrid super
soldiers could not escape from the facilities. These facilities had regeneration tanks that can fully grow clones, ET/human hybrids,
augment super soldiers with psionic abilities, etc. The regeneration tanks have been utilized in various black ops underground
medical facilities and labs like Area 51, Antarctica, Mars, and on other planets where full body regeneration of soldiers is required.



Reptilian &  
Amphibian

Super Soldier
Hybrids 

There are Reptilian, amphibian, and gargoyle like super soldier hybrids being created in the Antarctica underground laboratories. The regeneration tanks splice the ET as well as the animal
DNA with the human genetics in order to create the hybrid super soldiers. There were both male and female hybrid super soldiers that were being made in the labs, these soldiers had large
bodies, wings, claws, and advanced strength and agility. One time there was an instance when one of the hybrid super soldier experiments almost escaped from the labs and SSP Assets
were sent in to do inspection work to determine how the breach of protocols had happened where someone could almost break out from the labs and how to strengthen the protocols so
this could not happen again. These labs are often deep underground, or under the ice sheets of Antarctica so there is too much water to escape to the surface.



The Antarctica underground labs would create a mixture of hybridized Reptilian,
Dragon, and horned humanoid female super soldiers that could fly since they had
large wing spans, they had advanced telepathic abilities, super strength, and agility.

A female hybrid super solider that has Reptilian 
and Dragon DNA augmentations
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